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...flexible, comfortable and secure!

The HERO-NXT child seat is a for the disability field modified car seat from ROMER-BRITAX. It is quali
fied for being installed in most of the customary vehicles which provide an ISOFIX anchorage system.
The car seat is designed to be used in the backseat of a car and does not have to be buckled on with
the belt which enable a simplified use.
The HERO-NXT is equipped with a 5-point seatbelt who gently protect your child. The quick-release
fastener supports a handy and fast transfer.
The internal padding, developed and manufactured by HERNIK, provides especially small children
with an optimal positioning and can be complemented with an additional abduction block or side
supports.
The HERO-NXT enables a safe rearward and forward
facing travelling position. Due to the weaker neck
musculature of children younger than I 5 months,
the rearward position of the HERO is highly
recommended. This setting can be used for
children with a body weight up to 18 kg
(391bs). With a body weight of 9 kg (20 lbs)
or higher it can be also used in the
forward facing travelling position.
To support children with limited
trunk control, the seat angle is adju
stable. This enables to switch
between an active and a passive
seating position.
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telescopic
stand

Stepping in and out requires a lot effort from parents of hypotonic children. For an easier
transfer, the HERO-N'XT can be rotated 90' which enables to place the child without oversta
ining the back. Also, tile fastening is much more easy in that position. Afterwards you just
rotate the HERO-NXT into the preferred position.
Is the seat to be used in several vehicles, it can be removed and installed in seconds as it is not
fixed with the cars seatbelts but with the ISOFIX connectors who enable a secure position.
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... versatile, lil<e the needs of their child

The rehabilitation-modified HERO-NXT car seat features adjustable and individually positionable
aluminum chest pads that control the lateral movement of the child - just as the mother's hands would.
Optionally, the following accessories are available to ensure comfortable and safe transport in the car:
• abduction block
• side supports
• security tray

These options allow individual needs of the single child to be taken
into account, especially as no accessory excludes another. Many
modern vehicles are equipped with ISOFIX, which is the prerequisite
for the HERO-NXT to fix it in the car. The application of the vehicle
belts is eliminated. An important innovation is the 5-point harness,
which can be tightened with one movement and makes everyday life
a lot easier.
As we continue to evolve the HERO-NXT, we are pleased to receive
suggestions and suggestions!
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